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Abstract: With the increase of population density and the rural exodus to cities, urbanization is assuming extreme proportions and presents a tremendous urban problem related to waste generation. The increase of waste generation has been considered a significant challenge to large urban centers worldwide and represents a critical issue for countries with accelerated population growth in cities. The Internet of Things (IoT) and cloud computing offer an automation possibility through cyberphysical systems that will change the way solid waste management is performed. Considering IoT requirements, a review analysis of waste management models available in the literature is performed in detail in this paper. Then, a deep review is undertaken of the related literature based on IoT infrastructure for efficient handling of waste generated in urban scenarios, focusing on the interaction among concessionaires and waste generators (citizens) from the perspective of a shorter collection time with reduced costs, as well as citizenship promotion. An IoT-based reference model is described, and a comparison analysis of the available solutions is presented, with the goal to highlight the most relevant approaches and identify open research issues on the topic.
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1. Introduction

Waste management is a name given to a waste collection system, including its transportation, disposal or recycling. This term is attributed to waste material that is produced through a human activity which must be handled to avoid its adverse effect for health and for the environment. Most often, waste is managed to reuse available resources. Waste management methods may differ between developed countries, between an urban and a rural environment, or between an industrial and a residential area. The management of waste in metropolitan and rural areas is the general responsibility of a municipality, while waste produced by industries is their responsibility and managed by themselves.

According to data released by the United Nations Department of Economic and Social Affairs, the share of the urban population worldwide is expected to reach 66% by 2050, compared to 52% in 2014, resulting in increased waste production in cities. Data released by the World Bank Group
confirm that waste generation rates are growing. In 2012, cities worldwide generated about 1.3 billion tons of solid waste, representing 1.2 kilograms of waste generated per person–day. With rapid population growth occurring along with urbanization, urban waste generation is projected to rise to 2.2 billion tons by 2025, confirming that municipal solid waste (MSW), the main by-product of an urban lifestyle, is growing even faster than the rate of urbanization. This increase in municipal and industrial waste generation, together with stricter regulations aimed at ending illegal waste disposal, stimulate the growth of applications for better waste management. Other factors that have driven the growth of applications designed for the effective management of waste worldwide are directly linked to the constant use of recycling techniques, the cycle of technological innovation, the application of advanced techniques for waste collection, and the use of technologies based on IoT and big data. There is also a vision of strengthening waste management based on public initiatives aimed at building more correct and safer environments, as well as reducing greenhouse gas emissions.

According to Allied Market Research, Portland, Oregon [1], waste management worldwide is expected to grow at an annual rate of 6.2% by 2023, with greater growth in the emerging Asia Pacific region. In Europe, this sector grew by more than 30% in 2016 and growth is expected to continue to accelerate due to the presence of advanced infrastructure and the high demand of several interested sectors.

Currently, there are increasing initiatives by governmental and public authorities in relation to waste management to efficiently improve the collection and intelligent disposal of waste generated by a city. These are already considering the accelerated pace of urbanization worldwide and the expansion of the industrial sector, and the manufacturing and healthcare industries that are likely to produce a significant amount of waste and can already be efficiently treated by smart management. Moreover, growth of infrastructure facilities and a rising adoption of advanced waste management systems in developing economies with the goal of using cost-effective and waste–time disposal methods should positively impact the growth of smart management of waste.

The great precursor of technological development that has led to innovations in the waste management sector is undoubtedly the advance of the Internet [2]. The Internet has revolutionized the world and offers global connectivity. Similarly, the Internet of Things (IoT) [3] is also set to underpin significant change and represents an Internet evolution known as the next generation of the Internet (i.e., the Fourth Industrial Revolution).

The IoT began with the increasing number of interconnected physical objects providing interactions. The IoT paradigm [4] has a main role as a key facilitator of the integration of various application solutions and communication technologies, such as identification and tracking [5,6], sensor networks, wired and wireless actuators [7], improved communication protocols, and distributed intelligence for objects. According to the Internet Business Solutions Group (IBSG), a milestone of IoT emergence occurred when the Earth’s population was exceeded by the number of objects connected to the Internet, which happened in 2008–2009. IBSG predicts that by 2020, about 50 billion devices will be connected to the Internet [8–11]. IoT can include a large number of applications designed to assist in many sectors, such as industry, transportation, markets, education, agriculture, healthcare, environment, and smart cities (Figure 1) [12–15].

The European Union has defined smart cities (SC) as a system where people interact and use energy, materials, services, and waste to stimulate economic development and improve the quality of life. These interaction flows are considered intelligent because they make strategic use of infrastructures, services, information, and communication in planning urban management, a way to meet the social and economic needs of society. Despite being a relatively recent concept, the smart city topic has already become synonymous with sustainable development within global discussions on sustainability [16]. Currently, cities in emerging countries are investing heavily in smart products and services to sustain economic growth and, at the same time, developed countries need to upgrade existing urban infrastructures to remain competitive. Among the evolutions that have been taking place to classify an
intelligent city, a vast range of applications can be listed, such as waste management based on an IoT approach [17–21].

The IoT concept predicts a world in which physical, digital, and virtual objects are interconnected in a network supporting higher order applications. The intelligence of objects comes from the automated data processing of an existing state or the environmental state in which it is immersed. These data are then transmitted to a processing node where they are analyzed, and an appropriate performance profile is determined, considering data acquired from various objects. This actuation profile is then transmitted back to the smart object [22]. The waste management system is included in this context because it has a large number of containers with an inconsistent level of filling that can last from days to weeks, with the possibility of seasonal changes, as well as different emptying requirements, such as distances and type of waste. However, biomedical, chemical, and electronic residues have specific collection points, usually with uniform production and long filling periods.

There is considerable difficulty in identifying the filling level of the dumps because of the differences in the waste packaging process, such as the variety and the irregularity of the discarded materials, which in a certain way generate unnecessary costs to the municipal collection system [23,24]. Recognizing the vast scope that IoT offers for waste management in urban environments, it is the focus of this study. This survey analyzes the state-of-the-art based on intelligent waste management through IoT. Thus, the main contributions of this paper are the following:

- An in-depth review of state-of-the-art on solid waste management;
- Presentation of architecture models for solid waste management identified in the literature based on IoT requirements;
- Comparison of the most promising solutions and identification of open research issues able to suggest further research works on the topic.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 overviews the types and methods of solid waste disposal and Section 3 provides an insight regarding solid waste management. Section 4 addresses available IoT architecture reference models for waste management systems. Section 5 presents the value chain of IoT-based waste management systems and Section 6 describes the most relevant standard protocols used in waste management systems. Discussion and open issues are present in Section 7. Lessons learned are pointed out in Section 8, and, finally, Section 9 concludes the paper.
2. Types and Methods of Waste Disposal

The garbage generated by various segments of society can be classified according to its composition (physical characteristics) and destination. This classification is fundamental because it facilitates the selective collection, the recycling, and the definition of the most appropriate goal. These solid wastes discarded by urban municipalities represent a highly heterogeneous volume of matter, as well as a more homogeneous load of industrial and hospital waste [25]. Currently, a selective collection is the basis for proper waste management and the primary method adopted around the world when the goal is recycling. For a waste management system based on IoT, it is vital that classification is done previously, so specific containers for each waste type should be considered.

As an example, the collection of solid waste, in London, is done according to the requirements of selective collection. It uses garbage bags or different colored containers, such as toxic waste in red; hospital waste in yellow; hospital waste after disinfection in blue; black household waste; glass bottles are divided into green, black, brown groups, according to their types and colors, and placed in different containers [26]. Then, the different types of considered waste are described as follows:

- **Organic Waste.** It is the garbage derived from organic waste [27]. They are generated mainly in residences, restaurants, and commercial establishments that work with food. They must be separated from other types of waste since they are mostly destined to municipal landfills.
- **Recyclable Waste.** It is all the waste that can be used in the process of transformation to other elements or in the manufacture of raw materials [28]. It is generated in residences, companies, and industries, and must be separated so that the selective collection teams gather and then deliver to final processing in cooperatives and recycling companies.
- **Industrial Waste.** They are the residues, mainly solid, originating in the process of production at industries. It is usually composed by leftovers of raw materials destined for recycling or reuse in the industrial process [29].
- **Hospital Waste.** It is the waste originated in hospitals and medical clinics and can present contamination and transmit diseases to people that come into contact with it [30]. It should be treated according to established standards, with all possible care. This type of waste is intended for companies specializing in the treatment of such waste, where it is usually incinerated.
- **Commercial Waste.** It is the one produced by commercial establishments, such as clothing stores, toys, and appliances. This waste is almost entirely for recycling [31].
- **Green Waste.** It is the material that results, mainly, from the pruning of trees, branches, trunks, barks, and leaves that fall in the streets. Because it is organic matter, it could be used for composting and production of organic fertilizer [32].
- **Electronic Waste.** This is the waste generated by the disposal of consumer electronics products that no longer work or have become obsolete [33]. For disposal, there are appropriate places, such as companies and cooperatives that operate in the area of recycling. They send this waste in a way that does not cause damage to the environment.
- **Nuclear Waste.** It is the one that is generated, mainly, by nuclear plants. It is a highly dangerous waste because it is a radioactive element and should be treated according to strict safety standards [34].

3. Solid Waste Management

Several published papers cover different aspects of IoT technology for waste management solutions. For example, in Reference [35], the authors present a solution that, through intelligent monitoring, allows the planning of garbage collection. Through a Smart-M3 platform (extension of cross-domain search for triple-based information), it is possible to interoperate applications from different domains of information and communication, and to bring a great ease of implementation. The solution is developed in two phases: the first is a monitoring phase where the levels of waste inside the compartments are constantly measured, transmitted and stored; the second is a phase
in which the calculation of the collected information is applied to optimize the waste collection routes. In Reference [36], the authors address a dynamic waste management model through a set of infrastructure services for Smart Cities based on IoT. With the use of sensors, radiofrequency (RFID) and actuators in the process of monitoring identification, this set is divided into three phases: (i) Planning and execution of waste collection using solutions of routing in trucks with dynamic adaptation of routes according to restrictions introduced; (ii) transport to a specific place according to the type of waste; and (iii) recycling of waste that can be reused. However, it was basically used in the first one that deals with the planning and collection of waste. The dynamic term presents the capacity of the system to adapt in real time to the parameters and the plans that interest the collection of residues during the activity. These works provide a macro view of a waste management infrastructure with emphasis on the processes applied on excellence management of waste without entering the merit of the sensors applied for monitoring and the used communication methods.

The authors of [37] provide a solution identified as cloud-based smart waste management (Cloud SWAM). It addresses a solution with specific containers for each type of waste (organic, plastic, bottles, and metal) equipped with sensors that constantly monitor and update their status to the cloud, where stakeholders are connected to receive information relevant to their interest. The system acts not only in waste management but also in the decision of the best collection route, tracing a more economical path within the metropole. Moreover, in Reference [38], a new management model that specifically focuses on the discovery of better areas for the construction of landfills is introduced. As landfills are used as the final destination of commercial and industrial residential waste, identifying an appropriate location within large urban areas requires special attention, because there should be concern about the economy, the environment, and public health. The solution uses the information collected by the waste management system associated to a language that uses a genetic algorithm that assists in the selection of suitable land for the construction of landfills. In Reference [39], the authors describe the various methods of waste disposal in which waste management can be applied. They feature an integrated solution of fill level sensors with solar-powered waste compaction called a smart box, which optimizes waste collection. The information is transferred to a server in the cloud via wireless communication and is applicable to any type and size of container, and stakeholders can log in to the server and access the data in real time through monitoring of the smart boxes. In these addressed solutions, the authors present a more targeted approach to the concessionaires, taking into account the reduction of collection costs, providing information about the waste of interest, and lower transportation costs for disposal in landfills to the real problem faced by large companies. Cities refer to poor management of too much waste generated. Additionally, the proposed architectures are not well portrayed.

Intelligent waste management as a model for the improvement of waste collection is presented in Reference [40]. In some countries, such as Australia, municipalities usually charge fees for waste produced in the city and generally measure the weight of garbage for each neighborhood or street and then rate the average of each user per household. This collection model is not the most accurate, and as the cost of waste disposal increases every year, waste producers (users of the system) demand a solution that reduces the cost and changes the form of charging, applied through a fixed rate. Intelligent waste management can solve this issue by ensuring that the user is taxed only based on the waste that produce. In addition, the system can reduce costs with a large number of containers that are missing or stolen. The work presented here addresses a good proposal when the lack of waste collection affects only the budget of citizens, but the architecture used was not well portrayed.

A review of the literature on the optimization of waste collection and vehicle routing is presented in Reference [41]. To conclude the idea, a multirestricted and multicompartamental routing problem is proposed that, through modeling using container scheduling strategies in a decision making process, produces results that indicate that the differentiated collection has the potential to search the best routing strategies with lower collection costs, which ensures that advances in optimization strategies can present intelligent and ecological solutions. In addition, the study presented in Reference [42] proposes an intelligent system of trash recycling. Preseparation of waste before disposal is required
where the glass will be destined in brown containers, paper and aluminum cans in blue containers, and plastic products in orange containers. The system automatically evaluates the type and amount of waste disposed of and a benefit is provided in the form of points credited to a card. The accumulated points can be exchanged for an item or even withdrawn through the banking network, simulating a virtual currency. The above authors follow a baseline of specific containers for a preseparation of waste, where a first model focuses on gains provided by a differentiated collection and the second case focuses on the offer of a prize for citizens who discard their waste correctly, but they do not detail how the sensors are not trapped in the solution.

In Reference [43], a solution is proposed to the problem of dumps that are not cleaned in time and reach overflow. The system offers a monitor that triggers an alarm and informs the authorized persons that the container is ready to fill, associated with a screening system through near infrared spectroscopy (NIR) that identifies five types of plastic resin and the remainder of biodegradable waste is destined for the production of biogas. The authors of [44] provide a model for collecting information on the use of garbage and helping dumpers to identify and decide if a particular area needs extra dumps or remove them to other places where they are needed. From the daily trash information, cleaning operators can plan better when they should send their cleaning contingents to empty the boxes and can also set routes for their cleaning trucks. In Reference [45], a “smart bin” solution is provided, where bins are distributed on the streets with a unique ID. Sometimes, when the container is about to be filled, there will be a query in a database to determine who is responsible for that compartment and a global system for mobile communications (GSM) notification will be sent containing the container ID and location. The presented models cover the perspective of intelligent dumps, but in all these models, the sensor component is not very clear, as just a communication model is described.

The authors of [46] present the disadvantages of existing systems in comparison to the method proposed by them. The proposal is based on an Arduino IDE and an 8051 microcontroller that reads the data from an infrared sensor used to measure the depth of waste inside the container, processes and transmits via wireless communication to a central system based on a microcontroller Intel Galileo. The proposal presented by these authors approaches the sensors used in the solution very well and the used communication as well. They have another model based on a better collection route.

A literature review for smart waste management and a comparison of the different methodologies is surveyed in Reference [47]. It focuses on IoT, considering its elements (identification, sensing, communication, computation, semantics, and services) and to its characteristics (anything communicates, anything identifies, and anything interacts).

An algorithm for decision making during waste collection is presented in Reference [48]. Some algorithm models are compared, considering several performance metrics, such as receiving data in motion, multiobjective, loss of data during transmission, and increased data reception. It concludes that not all algorithms that are capable of receiving data in motion also serve the multi-objective or are still able to cope with increased data reception, but none of them can address data loss. Based on this information, some case studies are proposed and some objectives, such as reducing pollution through collection on time, reduce the operational cost, using trucks of appropriate size for demand, and using a better collection route, are considered. The algorithm should also take into account the speed and volume of data input as well as data generated by similar sensors. Thus, an algorithm model to optimize the collection decisions is proposed in this work. Moreover, in Reference [49], the proposed model uses information received from the compartments to define effective routes for each truck during collection. Within the model, some constraints are considered as maximum bin capacity and a Poisson distribution models the waste arrival rate. When a dump reaches a filling threshold, a garbage collection alarm is triggered and sent to the base station which, in turn, communicates with the cloud to process the data and find the best collection route. In the end, the trucks head to the emptying area where the amount of visited dumps is verified and establish the optimal path of collection with the objective of optimization based on lower cost for the waste collection. The solution presents a waste management approach based on three heuristics, considering the nearest vehicle
first, a collection based on the upper limit, and a collection based on the upper and lower threshold. MATLAB was used to solve the optimization models based on cost and delay, and a Java-based simulator for heuristic methods. The proposals presented by the authors specifically deal with search algorithms for an optimal path for waste collection with a focus on reducing the collection time and cost. In Reference [50], a municipal waste management system for domestic use is presented that focuses on the application of biological and physicochemical methodologies that can eliminate or significantly reduce the stage of waste collection and transportation.

The summary of the comparative assessment of the most promising solutions performed in this survey is presented in Section 7. A total of fifteen research efforts were reviewed and their strengths and weaknesses are analyzed, and each model is classified to represent essential parts of the proposed systems.


To standardize this IoT segment or vertical, being supported by a reference architecture model is very important, so in the future, these waste management devices, which are called objects in IoT, can be connected (and the interoperability challenge is solved).

The Internet is supported by the Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol (TCP/IP) architecture so that communication between network hosts is possible as it is known today. Similarly, an architecture for IoT-based applications is also necessary, always addressing factors such as scalability, interoperability, reliability, Quality of Service (QoS), etc. According to the author of [51], there are several models and reference architectures available for IoT. Each group or company describes its own, which often causes conflicts of ideas and makes the task of standardization more complex.

Among the predominant reference models, it is possible to mention some initiatives, such as RAMI 4.0, a reference architecture for intelligent factories applied to IoT standards, which began in Germany and later became relevant through the direction of companies from large industrial sectors. Another initiative was launched by a consortium formed by AT&T, Cisco, General Electric, International Business Machines Corporation (IBM) and Intel, called Industrial Internet Reference Architecture (IIRA), and provided a reference architecture that involves broad discussions and considerations, while Internet of Things Architecture (IoT-A) is an initiative that stimulates an architecture model which covers detailed system requirements [52].

Many project models focus on a typical architecture based on needs analysis or on some layers that form a basic model of a reference architecture. Figure 2 illustrates the basic layered architecture. The most basic approach only considers a three-layer architecture composed by application, network, and perception layers [10]. There are also, in recent literature, some other models that add more abstraction to an IoT architecture, such as the Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) model, the middleware model [51,53,54], and the five-tier model [11,55,56].

Even with a flexible architecture, there are still relevant challenges, especially related to security and privacy. Therefore, to overmatch these challenges, new standard architectures need to be proposed with a focus on critical factors, such as QoS, sustainability, data integrity, confidentiality, and reliability. Next, there is a brief discussion about these layers that, in turn, alternate between the presented models.

- **Perception Layer.** The IoT architecture perception layer is similar to the physical layer of the Open Systems Interconnection (OSI) model, because it is based on the hardware level and has the responsibility of collecting physical information, processing it, and transferring it to the upper layers through secure channels. It applies technologies for the detection of parameters of physical characteristics through specific sensors, such as weight, temperature, humidity, etc., in addition to the collection of object identification data, such as Quick Response codes (QR codes) and RFID.

- **Network Layer.** The network layer is responsible for transferring the measured information in the perception layer to the upper layers, where the processing systems are located. and uses ZigBee, Z-wire, GSM, UMTS, Wi-Fi, Infrared, 6LoWPAN. In addition to the basic assignments, the network layer also performs the cloud computing process and the data management process.
- **Middleware Layer.** The middleware layer is a layer of software or even a set of sublayers that work to interconnect components of the IoT that would not be possible to communicate otherwise, that is, an interpreter. In addition to providing concurrency so that the application layer can interact with the layer of perception and ensure effective communication, it plays an important role in the development of new technologies.

- **Application Layer.** The application layer does not directly contribute to the construction of an IoT architecture, but it is in this layer where the various services are built that interface with users, that is, where the interpretation and availability of the information occurs.

- **Business layer.** This layer is responsible for managing the entire IoT System, including service-related applications such as providing high-level analysis report of the underlying layers, as well as addressing user privacy. The responsibility of creating graphs and business models can be attributed to this layer.

![Layered architecture for waste management systems](image)

Since IoT connects everything to exchange information among themselves, the traffic and the stores within network tend to increase exponentially. Thus, IoT application development depends on technology progress and design following a reference model of an IoT architecture.

### 5. Value Chain of IoT-Based Waste Management Systems

Understanding the integration of several empowering technologies in a system (such as data acquisition and network transmission) offers an improved insight into the meaning of each functionality within the context of IoT [57]. An overview of how these technologies play a key role in an IoT-based solid waste management system is presented in this section. A set of activities is appropriately related from the beginning of its cycle through the identification of each compartment. It is associated with a useful sensing and capable of accurately presenting service level conditions with adequate communication and capable of providing the minimum requirements necessary for the proper functioning of this system. Moreover, an applied computation is added to break the information that meets the users’ need within a large amount of collected data accessed by simple services, and it is easy to use until semantic representation of information through an object. Figure 3 illustrates this value chain for IoT-based waste management systems.
As may be seen in Figure 3, the proposed value-chain for IoT-based waste management systems considers the following aspects that are described as follows:

- **Identification.** For IoT, classifying services and linking them to demand is extremely important, so various identification methods are supported by IoT, such as the electronic product code (EPC) and ubiquitous codes (uCode) [58], and GPS trackers [59], which will determine the exact location. The key to identifying a particular object within a telecommunication network is to provide you with an ID and address. The ID refers to the name of the object, e.g., “P1” for a specific pressure sensor and its address refers to a number that identifies that device within the network. The methods of object nesting within an IoT network may include Internet Protocol version 4 and version 6 (IPv4 and IPv6). The IPv6 on low power personal networks (6LoWPAN) [60] provides a compression mechanism over headers. As a method of identifying objects within a network, public IP addressing is used.

- **Sensing.** Sensing means to capture specific and relevant data from objects on a network and send them to a database or cloud so that they can be analyzed and serve as the basis for decision making in a particular service. Sensors can be classified as intelligent [61], such as actuators [62], or sensitive portable devices. Many IoT solutions associate sensors with single board computers (SBCs) that are devices (for example, Arduino Yun, Raspberry PI, Beagle Bone Black) which connect to application software in a central management to provide information that clients need.

- **Communication.** In order to integrate different objects and provide specific services within an IoT environment, it is necessary to apply communication technologies such as Wi-Fi [63], Bluetooth [64], Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers (IEEE) 802.15.4 [51], LoRa [65], wave Z, GSM/GPRS, broadband code division multiple access (WCDMA), long term evolution (LTE) and Advanced LTE [66,67], near field communication (NFC) [68], Ultra-wideband (UWB) [69] and 6LoWPAN [60,70], and the IoT nodes must operate with low power consumption. RFID [71] is a specific communication technology that can also be considered where a query signal is emitted from the RFID reader against a label called TAG that reflects and returns to the reader. There are different types of TAGs; active TAGs that are battery powered; passive TAGs that operate without the presence of a battery for power supply; and semipassive TAGs that, when necessary, use the board supply [72]. NFC technology operates in a high-frequency band of 13.56 MHz with rates of 424 kbps in a band of a distance of up to 10 cm [60]. UWB, also known as 802.15.3, is a communications technology designed by the IEEE to operate within areas of low coverage and bandwidth requirements. [69]. Wi-Fi uses radio waves for communication within a range of 100 m and allows devices to communicate through an ad hoc configuration [63], i.e., without the use of a router. Bluetooth is a communication technology widely used for communication between devices at a short distance. It uses basic radio waves with short wavelengths to guarantee a saving in the consumption of batteries [64]. 802.15.4, developed by the IEEE, provides specifications in low power wireless networks for both the physical layer and the medium access control layer by promoting reliable and scalable communication [73]. Long term evolution (LTE) is a wireless communication standard that enables high speed data transfer between mobile phones based on GSM/UMTS network technologies and encompasses devices in locomotion at high speeds in...
addition to providing multicast-based services and broadcast [66]. LTE Advanced (LTE-A) is an enhanced version of conventional LTE and includes broadband coverage, spatial multiplexing, greater coverage, and better performance with lower latencies [67]. Better known as the fourth generation of mobile communications is an evolution of WCDMA (3G) and GSM/GPRS (2G).

- **Computation.** It is the unit that represents the computational capacity of IoT, based on software and applications. There is a huge range of hardware development platforms for IoT application operation; some examples are: Arduino [74], UDOO [75], FriendlyARM [76], Intel Galileo [77], Raspberry PI [78], Gadgeteer [79], Beagle Bone [80], Cubieboard [81], Z1 [82], WiSense [83], Mulle [84], and T-Mote Sky [85], but operating systems are seen as vital because they run throughout the entire system execution period. In addition to TinyOS [86], LiteOS [87], and RiotOS [88], which also offer a lightweight operating system, it is possible to cite the Contiki RTOS, widely used in IoT scenarios [89,90] for IoT environments. Cloud platforms are another important computing component within an IoT solution. These platforms provide capabilities for receiving data from intelligent objects to be processed or stored, so that in the future, users can benefit from the knowledge of the extracted data. Data analysis platforms within IoT are crucial due to the specific characteristics of this type of solutions given heterogeneous data and systems integration. Similarly, IoT-based solid waste management works with real time data that require correlation and sharing. To meet these requirements in a system with a large volume of connected devices generating data by different flows, it is increasingly necessary to adopt cloud computing where storage, processing, and connection capacity are needed according to the growing demand for data analysis.

- **Services.** Within IoT, services can be classified through four classes: Services related to identity that represents the most basic and essential to other services—applications that need to take objects from the real world to the virtual must first identify them; information aggregation services responsible for summarizing the raw information that needs to be processed and exposed to the applications; collaborative–aware services acting on aggregation services in decision making; and ubiquitous services, providing support services.

- **Semantics.** Semantics refers to the ability to extract knowledge in an intelligent way, but through other possibilities and in the proportion in which the services require [91]. This extraction of knowledge covers the discovery and use of modeling resources and information and includes the recognition and analysis of the data so that it makes sense for the right decision by providing the exact service. Semantics behaves like the brain of IoT, sending demands to the specific resource. Such requirements are supported by semantic web technologies, such as the resource description framework (RDF), OWL (web ontology language), and EXI (efficient XML interchange).


IoT requires different protocols to address a full range of activities, such as protocols for sensor data collection, communication protocols, etc. Various working groups, such as the Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers (IEEE), the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF), the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C), EPCglobal, and the European Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI) began to include efforts to provide standard support protocols for IoT. For an IoT-based waste management solution, not all of the protocols described below need to be involved, but these represent the main and most used ones within the context of IoT. Their brief description is presented per layer according to their main functionalities: Application, service discovery, and network infrastructure protocols.

#### 6.1. Application Layer Protocols

At the application layer, the protocols are used for end-user communication and are usually integrated in middleware solutions for IoT [92]. End-user applications detect systems, which means
they can communicate directly with lower layers of the protocol stack, such as web servers widely used in system integration and communication between different applications.

- **Constrained Application Protocol (COAP).** The COAP is an application layer protocol developed to support applications within IoT systems [93,94]. Based on the Representational State Transfer (REST) functionalities over HTTP [95], REST is a transport protocol used in networks with low power nodes, mobile applications, and social networks, being able to transfer data between client and server in a more direct way, in addition to being a cached connection protocol. Unlike REST, COAP is linked to User Datagram Protocol (UDP), which makes it a lighter and more appropriate protocol for IoT applications, containing adaptations of HTTP functionalities for low power consumption when operating on links in the presence of noise and packet loss.

- **Message Queue Telemetry Transport (MQTT).** MQTT [96] is a publishing and signing transport protocol based on a TCP/IP server–client structure developed for the connection between embedded applications and middleware. It uses one-to-one, one-to-many, and many-to-many routing mechanisms, ideal for IoT systems, providing flexibility and simplified deployment. MQTT has a fixed 2-byte header suitable for devices with limited resources, such as connections with low bandwidth, battery leaks or untrusted links, and IoT requirements.

- **Extensible Messaging Presence Protocol (XMPP).** The XMPP is an instant messaging protocol over the Internet independent of operating system, designed for chat, voice and video calls, and telepresence [97]. It supports authentication, access control, privacy metering, encryption, and interoperates with other protocols. XMPP communication, based on text using XML, establishes an overload to the system that is solved with XML streams compression using EXI [98] discussed and based on Reference [99].

- **Advanced Message Queuing Protocol (AMQP).** AMPQ [100] is an open standard IoT connection layer protocol applied to a message-oriented environment with a publishing and signing structure. It supports reliable communication through primitives that guarantee delivery but requires a reliable transport protocol, such as TCP. It is facially interoperable with other protocols with communication-based on message transfers and queues using a SWAP to route messages to the appropriate queues.

- **Data Distribution Service (DDS).** DDS [101] is a subscription and publishing protocol developed for real-time communications of machine to machine (M2M). In contrast to AMPQ and MQTT, DDS has a decentralized structure and does not require the presence of a broker. It uses multicast as a form of guaranteed traffic delivery and excellent QoS that supports 23 queues with a variety of communication parameters, such as security, urgency, priority, durability, and reliability.

6.2. Service Discovery Protocols

Due to a large number of devices connected and given the need to ensure the proper functioning of the applications developed for IoT based systems, a resource management mechanism is essential for excellent coverage of the technology. Thus, the system must be able to discover resources and register the services automatically. The most notorious protocols to meet these needs are Domain Name System (DNS), multicast (mDNS) and DNS Service Discovery (DNS-SD). Current research studies aim to adapt lighter versions to the IoT environment.

- **Multicast DNS (mDNS).** mDNS is a very flexible protocol and uses the DNS namespace locally, being a timely option for Internet devices because it does not require manual configuration or an administration that manages the device and is capable of operating without an infrastructure or even in failures. The name query is done through multicast messages, in which the client requests all domain nodes the Internet Protocol (IP) address for a specific name. At that moment, all the ones in the network update the caches with the provided address [102].

- **DNS Service Discovery (DNS-SD).** The DNS-based discovery service (DNS-SD) performs the service delivery function required by clients through mDNS, enabling customers to discover the
desired services using standard DNS messages. Like mDNS, DNS-SD does not require a naming configuration [103] and the DNS packets are sent through the UDP transport protocol, having as destination a multicast address. A first step in finding the necessary services is to find the corresponding IP address of the respective host, and then the pairing function is sent, also via multicast, containing the essential details for connection as the IP/Port pair of the connected hosts, so that the names of the instances can be kept constant, increasing reliability.

6.3. Infrastructure Protocols

Infrastructure protocols provide communication between devices and the network, i.e., they are based on connectivity between different types of systems and devices, which may use different data types and may be spread out over considerable distances. Thus, the Internet is a connecting option between them.

6.3.1. Routing Protocol

**Routing Protocol for Low Power Lossy Networks (RPL).** The RPL [104,105] was developed to support the minimum routing requirements, always considering a robust topology, when the network is faced with environments where the links have great influence of noises or losses of packages. It guarantees the delivery of traffic from the simplest point-to-point to more complex traffic such as point-to-multipoint and multipoint-to-point. The core of RPL is represented by a target-driven acyclic graph (DODAG), where there is only one root and the network nodes have known their parents and establish redundant paths by establishing one as the primary (faster route to increase performance), but has no information on inferior relationships, children. In order to keep the topology in place and with its routing information up to date, RPL uses some types of control messages, such as the DODAG information object (DIO), which is used to determine the distance between each node of the network until the root based on specific metrics to choose the preferred parent path. Another type of message is the destination announcement object (DAO) that provides information about the traffic of receiving data. The third type of message is the DODAG information request (DIS), used by a node to acquire DIO messages from an accessible adjacent node. The last type of message is DAO confirmation (DAO-ACK), which is a response to a DAO message sent from a DAO target to a DAO parent or DODAG root [106].

6.3.2. Network Adaptation Layer Protocol

**6LowPAN.** Wireless personal area networks (WPANs) are characterized by differences with older link layer technologies, such as limited packet size (127 bytes for IEEE 802.15.4). This difference in packet length is required to ensure low bandwidth, necessitating the creation of an adaptation layer that corresponds to the length of the IPv6 header within the IEEE 802.15.4 specifications. This IETF 6LoWPAN working group developed the 6LoWPAN (low power personal network IPv6) standard that specifies the mapping required by IPv6 over WPANs [107] and provides IPv6 header compression to reduce transmission overhead and fragmentation to meet the requirement of the IPv6 maximum transmission unit (MTU) and support routing on networks where delivery will be through multiple jumps. The 6LoWPAN significantly reduces the IPv6 overhead in such a way that a small datagram can be sent through a single 802.15.4 frame packet at best and the IPv6 headers can be compressed in two bytes [108].

6.3.3. Link Layer Protocol

**IEEE 802.15.4.** This protocol specifies the physical layer (PHY) and the medium access control (MAC) sublayer in low rate wireless private area networks (LR-WPAN) [29]. Due to its specifications (low cost, low power, low data rate) it is widely used in IoT, M2M, and WSNs, as well as providing reliable communication with a high level of security, offering encryption and authentication to networks with a large number of IEEE 802.15.4 standard network topologies that may be in a star, peer-to-peer,
mesh, and tree format. The star topology specifically contains a total function device (FFD) that acts as the master of the PAN network and is located in the center of the topology and is intended to control all other nodes and other reduced function devices (RFD). The topology point to point contains an FFD, and other nodes communicate with each other or through intermediate nodes. Tree topology is a particular case of point-to-point topology and consists of an FFD and common nodes [51].

6.3.4. Physical Layer Protocols

**Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE).** Compared to previous versions, Bluetooth Smart uses a short range radio up to 100 meters, ten times longer than the classic Bluetooth and guarantees a 15-fold slower latency [109]. It operates with low power consumption at a transmission power between 0.01 mW and 10 mW, which prolongs the useful life of the device for up to years and makes the BLE a suitable suitor for IoT applications [110], more efficient than the ZigBee not only with regard to the consumption of energy as the rate of power transmitted per bit [111]. The BLE allows a star topology with master devices or writes with a discovery mechanism based on sending messages from the slaves to the master through a dedicated advertising channel that are checked by the master for the discovery to complete. Except when two devices are exchanging data, they are in standby mode.

**Electronic Product Code (EPC).** The EPC is a technology where an individual identification number is stored in an RFID tag used in supply chain management to identify items [112]. The RFID system is divided into two main components, the radio signal transponder (tag) and a tag reader. This tag uses an object’s identity storage chip and an antenna to allow communication with the reader utilizing radio waves reflected in the tag so that after, the read information is sent to a specific computer application called object name service (ONS). OEPC is considered a promising technique for the future of IoT applications due to its openness, scalability, interoperability, and reliability [113].

**Global System for Mobile Communications/General Packet Radio Services (GSM/GPRS).** GSM networks were deployed throughout as an evolution of first-generation mobile communication systems. Initially, they were developed for voice transmission, but later they started to support data transmission through some specific timeslots at a low 9.6 kbit/s rate in the uplink and downlink. After a technical evolution of the GSM, the HSCSD, the data rate had a rise and went to reach 14.4 kbit/s in the uplink and 43.2 kbit/s in the downlink. GPRS was made available to GSM users from GSM version 97 and enabled the use of data services, such as Internet browsing, WAP access, and SMS/MMS, but unlike the previous version, GPRS uses a packet-switched mode and shares the same transmission channel only when the data are to be addressed. The achievable data rates in GPRS depend on the supported multislot class that can reach 21.4 kbit/s with a maximum of 8 downlink or uplink slots [114].

**Wideband Code Division Multiple Access (WCDMA).** WCDMA was set to provide high speed, packet-switched data services, enabling the more efficient use of the spectrum which provides higher transmission rates of up to 2 Mbit/s. WCDMA supports access to Internet-based services, such as fixed-line services. However, WCDMA has been defined without second generation backward compatibility requirements [115].

**Long Term Evolution-Advanced (LTE-A).** LTE-A encompasses a set of communication protocols that are well suited to machine type communication (MTC) infrastructures, machine-to-machine communication that does not require human interference, in addition to IoT, especially for smart cities where the long term durability of the infrastructure is expected [116]. LTE-A outperforms other cellular mobile communication solutions related to the cost and scalability of the service and has an architecture that is divided into two parts where the first, called a control network (CN), contemplates mobile devices and treats the IP packets. The other, a radio access network (RAN), deals with wireless communication via radio and establishes the user plan and control protocols. The RAN uses base stations (evolved node) that are connected by an interface, called X2 since the connection of RAN as CN is made through an interface, called S1. Mobile devices or MTCs can connect to base stations
either directly or through the MTCG gateway. They may also have direct communication with other MTC devices.

With the advancement of communication infrastructure to 5G, the current available technologies will be incorporated into this concept, meaning that 5G guarantees the specific needs as required. For example, some applications require low network latency, others require high bandwidth, and there are others that only require connectivity because of their low volume of data being transmitted, such as IoT-based applications. Considering these requirements for IoT applications and the current legacy networks under use, it is assumed to take over this demand until the NB-IoT and eMTC networks are fully available for the applications to use as a communication infrastructure.

7. Open Issues and Challenges

The summary of the comparative evaluation of this study is presented in Tables 1–3, which include research efforts based on waste management using IoT, with particular attention to waste bins, which will receive the dumps and generate information through an IoT infrastructure.

Table 1 deals with the physical infrastructure of waste bins, such as types of waste supported by the container (organic, glass, plastic, paper, metal, toxic, or general waste without any selection criteria); bins positioning (indoor or outdoor); the pneumatic tube that automatically compacts garbage to decrease volume; and recycling and processing points for the refuse to be returned as a raw material or processed for the correct disposal. Through the provided study, each model is classified considering the impotent parts presented in each system. Regarding the physical infrastructure, in two models, waste bins for the organic discard are considered; in five models, waste bins for glass discarding; in six models, waste bins for the disposal of plastics; in five models, waste bins for paper discard; in four models, waste bins for metal disposal; in only one model, waste bins for toxic waste disposal; and in eight models, general waste. In just one model, the dumps can be positioned both externally and underground; in the others, only externally. Pneumatic tubes are incorporated into two models, five models consider recycling points, and processing points for organic waste are supported in only one model.

Table 1. Physical infrastructure comparison considering the most relevant solutions available in the literature.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ref.</th>
<th>Ins Type</th>
<th>Bins Location</th>
<th>Pneumatic Pipes</th>
<th>Recycling Points</th>
<th>Processing Points</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[35]</td>
<td>Glass; Plastic; Paper; General Waste</td>
<td>Outdoor</td>
<td>Disregard</td>
<td>Not Supported</td>
<td>Not Supported</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[36]</td>
<td>Organic; Glass; Plastic; Paper; Metal; Toxic</td>
<td>Outdoor; Underground</td>
<td>Incorporated</td>
<td>Supported</td>
<td>Supported</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[37]</td>
<td>Organic; Glass; Plastic; Paper; Metal</td>
<td>Outdoor</td>
<td>Disregard</td>
<td>Supported</td>
<td>Not Supported</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[38]</td>
<td>General Waste</td>
<td>Outdoor</td>
<td>Disregard</td>
<td>Not Supported</td>
<td>Not Supported</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[39]</td>
<td>General Waste</td>
<td>Outdoor</td>
<td>Incorporated</td>
<td>Not Supported</td>
<td>Not Supported</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[40]</td>
<td>General Waste</td>
<td>Outdoor</td>
<td>Disregard</td>
<td>Not Supported</td>
<td>Not Supported</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[41]</td>
<td>Glass; Plastic; Paper; Metal</td>
<td>Outdoor</td>
<td>Disregard</td>
<td>Supported</td>
<td>Not Supported</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[42]</td>
<td>Glass; Plastic; Paper; Metal</td>
<td>Outdoor</td>
<td>Disregard</td>
<td>Supported</td>
<td>Not Supported</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[43]</td>
<td>Plastic</td>
<td>Outdoor</td>
<td>Disregard</td>
<td>Supported</td>
<td>Not Supported</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[44]</td>
<td>General Waste</td>
<td>Outdoor</td>
<td>Disregard</td>
<td>Not Supported</td>
<td>Not Supported</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[45]</td>
<td>General Waste</td>
<td>Outdoor</td>
<td>Disregard</td>
<td>Not Supported</td>
<td>Not Supported</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[46]</td>
<td>General Waste</td>
<td>Outdoor</td>
<td>Disregard</td>
<td>Not Supported</td>
<td>Not Supported</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[47]</td>
<td>General Waste</td>
<td>Outdoor</td>
<td>Disregard</td>
<td>Not Supported</td>
<td>Not Supported</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[48]</td>
<td>Not Specified</td>
<td>Not Specified</td>
<td>Not Specified</td>
<td>Not Specified</td>
<td>Not Specified</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[49]</td>
<td>Not Specified</td>
<td>Not Specified</td>
<td>Not Specified</td>
<td>Not Specified</td>
<td>Not Specified</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2 deals with IoT technologies considering the following: RFID support; types of used sensors (capacity, weight, temperature, humidity, chemical, pressure); automatic actuators (prevent excessive deposit); cameras positioned to overlap sensor function; global positioning system (GPS); and IoT architecture (solution not mentioned and declared as implicit or solution developed and declared as defined). RFID is embedded in five models, a capacity sensor is present in twelve models,
and weight in three, while temperature, humidity, chemical, and pressure sensors are present in only one model.

Table 2. IoT Technology comparison for the most relevant solutions available in the literature (Table 1).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ref.</th>
<th>RFID</th>
<th>Sensors</th>
<th>Actuators</th>
<th>Camera</th>
<th>GPS</th>
<th>Architecture</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[35]</td>
<td>Disregard</td>
<td>Capacity; Weight, Capacity; Weight</td>
<td>Disregard</td>
<td>Disregard</td>
<td>Disregard</td>
<td>Implied</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[36]</td>
<td>Incorporated</td>
<td>Temperature; Humidity; Chemical; Pressure</td>
<td>Incorporated</td>
<td>Disregard</td>
<td>Incorporated</td>
<td>Defined</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[37]</td>
<td>Disregard</td>
<td>Capacity</td>
<td>Disregard</td>
<td>Disregard</td>
<td>Disregard</td>
<td>Implied</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[38]</td>
<td>Disregard</td>
<td>none</td>
<td>Disregard</td>
<td>Disregard</td>
<td>Disregard</td>
<td>Defined</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[39]</td>
<td>Disregard</td>
<td>Capacity</td>
<td>Disregard</td>
<td>Disregard</td>
<td>Disregard</td>
<td>Defined</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[40]</td>
<td>Incorporated</td>
<td>Capacity</td>
<td>Disregard</td>
<td>Disregard</td>
<td>Disregard</td>
<td>Defined</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[41]</td>
<td>Incorporated</td>
<td>Capacity</td>
<td>Disregard</td>
<td>Disregard</td>
<td>Disregard</td>
<td>Defined</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[42]</td>
<td>Disregard</td>
<td>Capacity</td>
<td>Disregard</td>
<td>Disregard</td>
<td>Disregard</td>
<td>Defined</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[43]</td>
<td>Disregard</td>
<td>Capacity; Weight</td>
<td>Disregard</td>
<td>Disregard</td>
<td>Incorporated</td>
<td>Defined</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[44]</td>
<td>Disregard</td>
<td>Capacity</td>
<td>Disregard</td>
<td>Disregard</td>
<td>Incorporated</td>
<td>Defined</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[45]</td>
<td>Disregard</td>
<td>Capacity</td>
<td>Disregard</td>
<td>Disregard</td>
<td>Disregard</td>
<td>Defined</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[46]</td>
<td>Disregard</td>
<td>Capacity</td>
<td>Disregard</td>
<td>Disregard</td>
<td>Disregard</td>
<td>Defined</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[47]</td>
<td>Incorporated</td>
<td>Capacity</td>
<td>Disregard</td>
<td>Disregard</td>
<td>Disregard</td>
<td>Defined</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[48]</td>
<td>Not Specified</td>
<td>Not Specified</td>
<td>Not Specified</td>
<td>Not Specified</td>
<td>Not Specified</td>
<td>Not Specified</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[49]</td>
<td>Not Specified</td>
<td>Not Specified</td>
<td>Not Specified</td>
<td>Not Specified</td>
<td>Not Specified</td>
<td>Not Specified</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To conclude, Table 3 deals with software analysis, i.e., how the information will be used. It can follow a dynamic collection planning; a dynamic routing of the collection; and the experimental evaluation for each research effort (Simulator or Real). In the category of software analysis, five models for dynamic programming are considered and the dynamic routing is also present in five models, while real experimental data are adopted just in one model, with all other models using simulators.

Table 3. Experimental analysis comparison for the most relevant solutions available in the literature (Table 1).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ref.</th>
<th>Dynamic Scheduling</th>
<th>Dynamic Routing</th>
<th>Experimental Data</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[35]</td>
<td>Not defined</td>
<td>Not defined</td>
<td>Simulator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[36]</td>
<td>Defined</td>
<td>Defined</td>
<td>Simulator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[37]</td>
<td>Defined</td>
<td>Defined</td>
<td>Simulator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[38]</td>
<td>Not defined</td>
<td>Not defined</td>
<td>Simulator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[39]</td>
<td>Defined</td>
<td>Defined</td>
<td>Simulator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[40]</td>
<td>Not defined</td>
<td>Not defined</td>
<td>Simulator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[41]</td>
<td>Not defined</td>
<td>Not defined</td>
<td>Simulator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[42]</td>
<td>Not defined</td>
<td>Not defined</td>
<td>Simulator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[43]</td>
<td>Not defined</td>
<td>Not defined</td>
<td>Simulator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[44]</td>
<td>Not defined</td>
<td>Not defined</td>
<td>Real</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[45]</td>
<td>Defined</td>
<td>Defined</td>
<td>Simulator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[46]</td>
<td>Defined</td>
<td>Defined</td>
<td>Simulator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[47]</td>
<td>Not defined</td>
<td>Not defined</td>
<td>Simulator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[48]</td>
<td>Defined</td>
<td>Defined</td>
<td>Simulator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[49]</td>
<td>Defined</td>
<td>Defined</td>
<td>Simulator</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Among all the papers analyzed, from physical infrastructure, many authors propose a waste management model through IoT with collection emphasis, offering scheduling models with dynamic routing for greater effectiveness of collection, using low fuel consumption. Other authors focus on specific bins for each type of waste that promote to users a selective disposal way; there are even models where a bonus based on the amount of recyclable waste is offered to the user and models where the user, based on a mobile app, can query particular green waste points. There are also authors who propose recycling and processing points not relevant to this research. In a general context, all the models have a focus on the collection system.
Considering aspects of IoT technology, some authors incorporate the identification of a waste bin through RFID and others not, a fact that makes it not necessary when a GPS is considered, but few models adhere to GPS technology. The variety of sensor types is not well explored in most models, which can lead to false positives when waste disposal is low in volume and high in weight. Automatic actuators are not necessary, since not all types of discards are actually compressible. Cameras installed in bins are a fact that can be discarded when using appropriate sensor models. The waste management system has its architecture explicitly defined when dependent on a standard or implicit model when part of the overall design of the system.

One of the critical points of solid waste management that are being studied today is waste collection. This research effort makes a lot of sense when we stop to reflect that 80% of the costs spent on waste management are used in fleets of trucks that travel daily to cities, collecting waste discarded by the population [117], a situation that expresses a reasonable basis for a collection process to be practiced, with optimized routes where any improvement achieved can represent a considerable saving of time and money.

Many studies aiming to optimize routes for solid waste collection often relate them to the problem of the street vendor [118] (one of the most studied optimization problems), defined as a salesman who needs to visit several cities passing through each of them only once and return to the home city by running the course at the shortest distance. A system to calculate the better collection routes can be modeled as the problem of the hawker, and the solution of this problem can be through exact algorithms that are an algorithm that always finds the ideal solution for an optimization problem or by heuristic algorithms that can sometimes produce worse solutions. This great challenge of solid waste management systems has been an opportunity for study and proposing robust algorithms capable of dealing with adverse issues presented by IoT-based systems. Within these adversities, the main aspects that can be considered include the large volume of data offered, the speed of receiving such data, the data heterogeneity, and the data loss during transmission. Running a data analysis from heterogeneous sources (in the order of Terabytes or even being able to reach Petabytes, which arrive at high speed and often with losses during transmission) becomes hard work that can take a tremendous amount of time and there is not a useful parameter for a solid waste management system or even an unlikely one for some algorithms. Moreover, in Reference [119], the authors propose an algorithm-based tool model with automatic learning “machine learning” that stipulates efficiency metrics to be used to obtain help in making decisions, based on open information.

Among the major algorithms available in the literature, the following are relevant: Backtracking search algorithm [120], ArcGIS [121], heuristic [122], and particle swarm optimization [123]. Recently, a study was published in Reference [48], where a comparison of these algorithms is presented by adding an expectation algorithm model to a waste collection approach. It takes into consideration the receipt of moving data. Receiving data in movement is very different compared to receiving statically. The paper concludes the study by proposing a guideline for the development of intelligent multiobjective approaches based on algorithms with a weighted sum to convert it into a single goal model through known priorities and loss-measuring capabilities.

Human factors are another critical aspect that should be considered during the design of the solid waste management solution, since smart compartments will be positioned in public areas, such as parks, stadiums, and streets where parties, religious events, music events, sporting events, and widespread demonstrations are usually held. Clusters of people are the most part characterized by the diversity of both physical and socioeconomic as well as cultural characteristics that demonstrate a different behavior when organized in large numbers of people. Studies are applied through simulations in large crowds on different aspects to understand their behavior and establish standards and turn them into heuristics that will help in decision making and predict certain situations, mainly, in evacuation when the so-called panic occurs. In Reference [124], a study is applied through dynamic multisimulation based on modeling agents applied to both urban space and individuals within a crowd. This dynamic
becomes important within the concept of solid waste management to predict behavior when present in large clusters of people.

Another important aspect that must be considered within a waste management system is the consumption of the battery generated by the use of the devices/sensors available in a solution. The IoT nodes used in solid waste management include ultrasonic sensors and load cell [125], GPS [126], actuators [36], microcontrollers [127], and transmission modules [128]. Some studies describe the use of renewable energy through photovoltaic panels for battery charge and avoid constant manual intervention for replacement. There are also aspects related to the network topology employed in the solution, such as point-to-point model topology, star model, hierarchical model, etc. Depending on the used topology model, nodes can consume more or less energy, just as the distance of node positioning should also be considered. Nodes closer to the base radio tend to spend less energy than nodes located at the periphery of the cell, bearing in mind that transmission modules are responsible for the higher energy consumption. The communication technology employed is also an aspect to be considered, whenever possible, to use low power technologies, such as 6LoWPAN [60], BLE [109], etc., as well as to consider the aspects of sensing, such as whether it will occur periodically, continuously, reactively, or in real time. Based on the aspects mentioned above in Reference [119], a study was directed at the development of a sensor node for the real time monitoring of the level of filling of dumps based on the low energy consumption and the cost containment. They are retained not only to the sensor node more efficiently in terms of energy levels but also to the architecture of the solution, taking in account microcontrollers that can attend the computational capacity with low energy consumption and also to use policies that shut down the node or even part of it when idle.

Another very favorable aspect that can help solid waste management systems is using data analysis to provide the capacity to forecast the generation of waste from a municipality in the short term. Based on data already collected within a specified period, an analysis will be applied, through which more efficient collection planning is enabled and even resources are estimated for a probable growth in the generation of waste that leads to higher investments in infrastructure. Some studies are based on the artificial neural network as presented in Reference [129] that uses input variables related to environmental issues, socioeconomic issues, changes in consumption patterns, and even population growth associated with migration. Through these analyses, it is possible to select the best results based on these performance indices applied for each criterion and thus improve municipal solid waste management implementations. Additionally, in Reference [130], a time series of autoregressive artificial neural networks is used to predict the monthly generation of residue since the characteristics of the solid waste generated are different in different places.

The analysis of the related literature identified open issues that can be addressed in further research work. They can be considered as improvements for proposed systems and identified as follows:

- A waste management platform focusing on citizens’ perspective that can interact with the system through a mobile application that, through its location, finds the bins closest to their residence with the respective level of use. Knowing this information, the user can choose to discard the garbage at that moment in a container that has availability or even to retain it and wait until the collection system empties the deposit. In this way, the user will be contributing to the non-overflow of the containers and avoiding that their waste is exposed in the open. The solution includes a physical compartment (bin) equipped with sensors, which performs a continuous sensing of both volume and weight of the residues contained inside. The sensors are managed by an integrated development environment (IDE) microcontroller that also controls communication through a coupled module. The data are transmitted to a middleware, where they are stored and made available to a mobile application [131].

- The waste management system may be the future object of study for solutions of a shorter path for collection routes, that is, trucks already leave with a route previously traced searching for the containers that need emptying. In this way, it is possible to achieve better collection effectiveness in a shorter time and with low fuel consumption. There are many studies available in the literature
that present different solutions for the shortest path in collection routes. A waste management platform that focuses on citizens’ perspective, as above described, coupled with a resolution of the best collection path can bring enormous gains to smart cities.

- The waste management system can be integrated with future parking management studies for vehicle parking. Containers can be positioned as a gateway for parking sensors, which already have an integrated transmission system and the information is presented to users through an application that traces the route from the original position of the vehicle to the available parking space. With a built-in waste management infrastructure, it is possible to add new applications to the base system. A good example would be parking management using infrared presence sensors based on the standard IEEE 802.15.4 with intelligent dumps, which transmit data to the same integrated middleware and, later, are made available to the user through a mobile platform.

- Another point that may be the focus of future work is the deepened study on the life cycle of rechargeable batteries to be used in waste management systems. As these batteries are fixed in the containers that most of the time will be propitious climatic actions, an analysis of the functions of the cell and its interactions with the environment must be studied, as well as its handling and protection against the increase of temperature due to outbreaks due. In this case, the study is not targeted at applications based on smart cities, but the development of new generation batteries can benefit many applications and contribute significantly to the evolution of projects within science and technology.

8. Lessons Learned

As lessons learned, some aspects related to the addressed topic can be considered and shared with the community. Using a waste management system alone, does not solve the problem of open garbage accumulation due to excessive discards at inopportune times by citizens, or even the lack of timely collection by competent authorities. People need to raise awareness and exercise citizenship to avoid waste discarding at inappropriate times (for people, the most important thing is to know the location of the nearest ecological point with resources available for that and the closest ecological points for a possible discard). It is also important that concessionaires responsible for public collection always meet the demand in time, changing the current collection systems based on weekly schedules by a methodology based on demand, i.e., mapping the areas with the most significant needs.

Another point observed is related to the final cost of the solution when projected to a municipal scale. To avoid the financial impracticability of the solution, it is necessary to create ways to capitalize resources to be invested directly in solutions to meet the need of municipalities with fewer investments. A good example may be visual advertising inserted directly into smart containers or even through non-invasive advertisements presented in mobile applications integrated in complete waste management solutions.

9. Conclusions

To achieve the transformation of traditional cities into smart cities, waste management becomes a critical element in achieving sustainability, efficiency in public spending, improving urban mobility, and preserving natural resources. Recent literature has been revised to investigate variant characteristics and aspects of intelligent waste management systems using the Internet of Things. Since the deployment of IoT infrastructures can enable many opportunities, first, the main search motives were identified, and some useful application models on the topic of waste management were described. Through a detailed literature review, solutions to identified problems were described, considering data detection, transmission, analysis, and processing of collected data, and obtaining the final result for an efficient handling solution for solid waste. Using IoT, it is possible to track the location of waste containers, monitoring the level of garbage deposited, identify locations with the highest demand, suggest the shortest route for collection optimization of solid waste, or even interface with citizens to encourage disposal at times when the container can receive waste, which promotes citizenship and avoids significant problems resulting from the accumulation of garbage outside garbage collectors.
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